
Packing Your n-Dimensional Marbles 
Some of the questions mathematicians ask sound silly How many pennies can you lay 
on a tabletop? How many marbles will lit into a sem- wad& 

At other times the same bass( questton takes a somewhat aware serious tint How 
many digital signals can ocrtipe a noisy channel? 

A recent discovery by Ebaill Elkin, a mathematician a Harvard University. has 
given researchers new insight into the mathematical theory that encompasses all char 
questions. Ellues's mull is an unexpected applicanon oil branch anumbra thew,  to 
a geomanc problem known as sub= pang. 

Sphere packing, in mathematical parlance, is a problem ot cramming an v. 
dimensional space with n dimension 'spheres," allot the same sue, with die least 
amount of empty space in between. Cans art a good example of tworthmensional 
'spheres" (coda), marbles are examples in three dinunnonal space. 

In die nuthemancal nom that menses talecommurucanon, a dimmed signal u 
encoded a the coordsions Of the center of a higher dimensional sphere packed in a 
Naha damensional space. After transmaason down a nom channel, the signal may no 
longer be exactly at the cases. bur as long as Ari sell within the sphere, the receiver 
can mica e to die can and mad the signal Haab,. 

The caws way to keep the anal dear nal bean space the spheres far apart. But 
that's wasteful. The phone company cart any its cannas and stockholders 
senukaneously by finding Jan wan to pack die signals. Similar problems crop up 
is other places: data compassion, antenna damn, and x-rav tomography. What 
anyone wantsis the best way to pack spheres into the apace their problem occupies. 

Surprisingly—given in wide applications—the problem has so far only been solved 
in the simplest case: that of two dimenuons, what the penn ill 9t69% of the 
tabletop. In three dimensin the obvious tannage is the face-centered cubsc packing 
of splines beloved of aystallographers and that vendors. 
- Now, nobody is Moon' against the hennaed cubic picking as the Su possible 
salmon, but so Sr no OK has beat able to give a win proof that there's northing 
lama. And in the rtally formidable dansamons—abow a nand, say—madarnari-
dans an ata kos. We don't know a ben way of Packing Thera dn nth Inthog 
than a random until there's no thorn Id.' Elkin says. 

Although new sphere sedum are discovered all the rime, mar of them have come 
frorn standard techniques in the stint. Ellues's approach, on the other hand, is 
Said new. It is based on the theory of elliptic curvet a branth of number Theory that 
is concerned with finding solutions of certain polynomial equations- Though a 
newcomer to sphere packing. Elkin is an aspen on elliptic caves, 2 Years ago  he 
applied die same (ham to solve a 200-yearvald problem Man to Permit's Last 

Eines mule uses the theory of Hipps tuna to contort a regular array of porno, 
called a Ina, to sane as die centers the his spheres. These Inca have been long 
fair to numbs damn but no one had looked a char sphere-packing women 
before. Noe may dinar new has the sight kind of lama, and part of the trek was 
finding the ones this do, 

nlwortncally es quite athing," says Andrew Odlyeka, head of die Mathematics 
of 03.110.111100061 lad Campuses Systems Department at Bell Lthoratones in 
Murray Hit New Ian. 'It's a in way of appeoaching a famous unsolved 

Etta' new packinge may or may not be die bear possible—has work doesn't addras 
that nre—but ther do give ltnpaWanigiti an the best methods known so far in a 
number of dimension the Wpm bang 1024. In several ocher cases his approach 
area with the previous best known packinp—thabb is  domain 24,  'Math has a 
amnion* elan packing known as the Leeds lance. (Some raw computer 
madam make use of the Leech lance erne padung.) 

Eldes's norm has no issatadiate penal apneas:a, says Odlysko, 'but that 
might dumps.' For one thong, damning an toying with the Idea of upgrading 
modems to wort in higher dimensional men Au whether it has immediate 
applicants or not, Mice new disoovay certainly gives mathematicians one apace 
to pbry around in. a Bank Cant 

Bony A. Oran is a mantitartsm trumpets:kw of Sawn. 
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As one ages, time seems to contract. I'm not sure if this is 
due to daily living being filled with more responsibilities, 
or units of time becoming smaller fractions of our lives 
(prcbably some combination of the two.) This time contraction 
came to my attention recently, when I got ready to publish my 
edition of NOesis. Looking through past issues, I discovered 
that the last issue I received was Nownter, 1989. I had been 
dimly aware that it had been a while since the last issue, 
but to discover that it was nine months was shocking. After 
the shock dissipated, I wondered why I hadn't received any of 
the nine issues. Thinking it very unlikely that nine 
successive issues went unpublished, I surmised that they had 
been mailed, but never received by me. I remembered that I 
had moved in December, 1988, leaving a forwarding address 
with the post office. Apparently, they stop forwarding mail 
after a year. I must have neglected to inform any of you of 
my change of address. I apologize for any inconvenience this 
may have brought to any of you. 

I am still very interested in remaining a member of the 
society, and am taking my appointed turn as editor. There is 
some uncertainty as to the issue number. The last issue I 
received was November, 1989. Though unnumbered, that issue 
was the 43rd. Assuming that this journal has been continuous, 
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Combining these two tables, the results are as follows: 

St. Flush 41584 
4 of a Kind 224846 

3473184 Full House 
Flush 4047644 
Straight 6180020 
3 of a Kind 6461620 
2 Pairs 31433400 
1 Pair 58627800 
No Pair 23294460 

Though it is a very close race, it is more likely to get 3 of a 
kind than a straight in 7-card stud. Interestingly, it is less 
likely to get no pair than it is to get 1 or 2 pairs. Of 
course, this may have been nothing more than an exercise in 
futility, for I haven't played poker in quite a few years, and 
I have no desire to begin again. This was just one of things 
that I wantedto know. 

cOkft. Pro„(5) 

29 —Nag 30Qe4 NW 31 a, Nd5 32 Qg$ Rb1133 Ne4 16 34 Qg3 ROI 35 KM 13 36 
pf5 cE1 37 Qh3 
The pine has taken another come since the previous note, but White still enjoys a 
comfortable edge via the solid central pawn chain and control of the h-file which Black 
once owned. 

37...R18 38 Nd2 Eft 3907 117 Qb6 Qe6 41 Qs6 R17 RIO th7 43 QV+ 
Be7 44 tel 
Despite the foregoing cschange of' cooks, White has made inroads into Black's position 
which n somewhat tangled. 

44.. .1r.c7 45 NO Ka 46 Ne5 g4 47 Qb11+ Ke7 4$ KM Eb7 49 Kral 
Finally ME/IRIS-ID X finds a tactical coup which converts its positional advantage 
into. material win (a pawn). If now 49... K:c6 30 Qa8 Kr16 51 Qb8+ 1.47 (or Kc6) 
52 13a4+ and wins. 

49 ...Qc6 50 Qe5 Nc7 51 (be7 Qs: 52 Qb4 f4 33 e:f4 Qe4 54 Qg4 ed4+ 
Black's checks quickly run out. 

55 Act Q12 56 105 Q0 57 ars Keg 58 Qe5 Neil? 
This loses muddy, but there was little Black could do to stop the f-pawn in any case. 

59 Qc6+ Ke5 60 Bub (bd5 61 Q;d9 • Keil 62 fLd3 a4 63 Ke5 64 El Block nista& 

r 1 (2 

this should be issue 53. I would greatly appreciate the 
editors of issues 45 through 52 sending me copies at the 
above address. 

I cane across some books about words that most of you should 
find interesting. The first is "There is no Zoo in Zoology" 
by Charles Elster. The title refers to the widespread 
mispronunciation of "zoology", which most people pronounce as 
if it had three consecutive o's. The book contains about 400 
words commonly mispronounced, and I was quite surprised at 
the number of words that I've been butchering for many years. 
The second book is "The Logodaedelian's Dictionary" by George 
Saussy. This book contains many unusual words, such as 
gynotilcolcbarassophile. 

I'm sure that most of you are familiar with the classic "Snow 
Plow" problem. (During a steady snowfall, a snowplow starts 
plowing at noon, plows 1 mile in the first hour, and 1/2 mile 
in the second hour. What time did it start snowing?) There is 
a similar problem, in which three plows start plowing the 
same road at noon, 1 PM, and 2 PM, from the same starting 
point during a steady snowfall. If the three plows later 
meet, what time did it start snowing? This problem is from 
the challenging collection "Ingenious", by L. A. Graham 

The remainder of this issue is devoted to several articles I 
have found interesting, and a probability problem that I 
spent same time with. 



Back in my college days, I used to play poker fairly 

regularly. One of the players insisted that in 7-card stud, 

one had a better chance of getting a straight than one had 
fpr three of a kind. There are many books that give tables of 
:he distribution of possible hands for 5-card stud, but I've 
never seen the distribution given for 7-cards. This problem 

was on my list of things to get to for many years, and I've 

finally been able to spend some time on it. 

If you look at a seven card hand, the distribution of the 

card face-values is as follows: 

4,3 C (13,1)C (4,4)C (12,1)C (4,3) 624 
4,2,1 C (13,1 IC (4,4)C (12,1)C (4,2)C(11,1)C (4,1) 41184 

4,1,1,1 C (13,1)C (4,4)C (12,3)C(4,1) "3 183040 

3,3,1 c(13, 2)c (4,3) ^2C (11,1)C(4,1) 54912 
3,2,2 C (13,1)C (4,3)C(12,2)C (4,2) ^2 123552 

3,2,1,1 C(13, 1)C(4, 3)C(12,1)C(4,2)C(11,2)C(4,1)"2 3294720 

* 3,1,1,1,1 C (13,1)C (4,3)C(12,4)C(4,1)^4 6589440 

2,2,2,1 C(13, 3)C (4,2) ^3C(10, 1)C (4,1) 2471040 

* 2,2,1,1,1 C(13,2)C(4,2)^2C(11,3)C(4,1)^3 29652480 

* 2,1,1,1,1,1 C (13,1)C (4,2)C(12, SIC (4,1) "5 63258624 

* 1,1,1,1,1,1,1 C (13,7)C (4,1)"7 28114944 

The total of these figures is 133784560, which = C(52,7) 

This is all very straightforward, but the complexity enters 

when you consider that the entries marked with an asterisk also 

include straights, flushes, and straight flushes. I extracted 

these "pat hands" from the four entries under consideration 

using methapda that left me less than fully satisfied. If any of 

you has an elegant way of doing this, I would relish hearing 

about it. For now, I will list the values I extracted. 

St. Flush Flush Strait 

3,1,1,1,1 600 76620 50600 

2,2,1,1,1 3600 459720 226800 

2,1,1,1,1,1 20472 2079912 2530440 

1,1,1,1,1,1,1 16912 1431392 3372180 

Faith in Fifth Force Fades 
The case for the "fifth ince" seems to be filling apart fast. Not only has a new 

experiment failed to find any evidence for it, but two earlier confirmations have now 

been withdrawn. "We're now saying that the evidence does not support the fifth 

force," &chums Donald U. Eckhardt, who is a physicist at the Air Force Geophysics 

Laboratory in Bedford, Massachusetts, and a principal investigator on one of the 

experiments being retracted. "The case has not been established," agree the principal 

investigators on the other experiment geophysicists Robert L. Parker and /Nark. A. 

Zumbergc of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla. 

The fifth force is supposed to be a new type of fundamental interaction beyond the 

four forces—strong, weak, electromagnetic, and gravitational—now known. Empiri-

cally, it is expected to show up as a tiny deviation from the inverse-square law of 

Newtonian gravity. If real, it would require inignor revisions in current theories. 

The fifth force hit the headlines in January 1986, when Purdue [Alimony physicist 

Ephraim Fischbach and his colleagues found apparent anomalies in a 1922 measure-

ment of the gravitational constant by the late Hungarian physicist Badand Enthros. 

More direct evidence came from experiments such as Eckhardes, which was conduct-

ed last year on a 600-meter television tower near Raleigh, North Carolina, and 

Parker's and Zumberge's, performed in 1987 in a 2-kilometer-deep bondlcile in 

Greenland. In each case, the scientists took gravity measurements at several different 

levels and found fifth-force type deviations from predicted Newtonian values. 

Only one problem: the deviations disagreed in both magnitude and sign, raising 

suspicions about their significance. And, as Parker and Zumberge point out in the 2 

November issue of Nature, those suspicions are well founded. The researchers show 

that the results of any such experiment are extremely :sensitive to the corrections Inn* 

for the gravitational effects of local geology. Indeed, they claim that equally plausible 

corrections can account for all the results without a fifill force. 

Eckhardt although skeptical of Parker and Zumberges analysis, ogir he now 

concedes that his original conclusions are wrong for another mason. Subtracting out 

geological effects requires having ground-level gravity measurements for miles in 

every direction. But in eastern North Carolina, the survey teams tend to take their 

measurements by the roadsides instead of out in the swamps. "So you find that the 

gravity measurements are biased to high ground," he says. 

And finally, there is a third nail in the coffin. In the 30 October issue of Physical 

Review Letters, James Thomas and his colkagues at the Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory report on an experiment performed on a 465-meter tower at the Nevada 

Test Site, where the geological data are extremely complete. Their conclusion: no fifth 

force with an accuracy of better than one part in 10 million. 
m M. MITCHELL WALDROP 

SCIENCE, VOL. 246 



Puzzling Out the Tectonic Plates 
eight mayor and a half dearest minor pima drift around dr globe 
see otenderabb merit m diet Mx Mann lilt to chink of it 
as a difuse boundary," says Richard Gordon of Northwestern 
Unavenaty, 'is duo lea is merely thinp and make utak. 
ocen a  

Indeed, Gordon has already tested one set of predaceous 
dmad Mtn the difuse boundary idea against obsmanons and 
Staid that the concept stands up well. Budding on other work 
by Douglas Wien of Washington Univenn us Si- Loins. 
Gordon, along with thanes Delta of the let Propulsion 
Laboratory in Pasadena and Donald Argus of Northwestern. 
gauged how the putative boundasy between the India and 
Australia plates should behave given Mut can be dammed 
about die motions of thesuriounding plates. 

Gordon and his colleague <Mutated du rate of plate motion 
dumg diepose 1 million years fiom the record of Earth's tip-
topping magnetic geld Moen was the mint as it ononuously 
forms and spreads away from the mad-ocean ridges, much die 
way a tape recording is made. They gauged the direction the 
plates an movin Mum g the onamoon of son-floor ismairrn 
Mem which point in the direction of spreading, and horn the 
MitTaltal of adman on the transfoitn hula 

NOM such indium, Gordon and lus colleagues measured the 
m000n of the presumed India plate Mauve 
to the adjacem Atha and Arabia plates and 
the motion of the presumed Ausmba plate 
Maim as the Attica and Antarctica plates 
From dus, they calculated what the m000n 
between the India said Marna plates 
should be. Turned me casorn end of the 
dandier, dry preditmd that the plain are 
emerging at s slow but measurable 4 ± 3 
millieneters pa mar. That fits the pram of 
earthquakes, fauks, and undulations in the 
sea floor in that an. Near the boundary's 
western aid, the plates should be pulling 
away from each other at 6 ± 2 millimeten 
per pm That do fin me observed pattern 
of Making Sc. 

Akhough the man of there plate :no-
tice paliceions would seem to justify die 
dean that the region a a new, diffuse 
bointhey, due does not answer Solomon's 
fundamental complant—"It doesn't tell tn 
Mr anything st all is happening. 

A Eivalone agran.  that the arthquakes and 
deformanon along die equatonal Indian 
Ocean an okinutely Mated to the Himala-
yas MOO kdorneten to die north. Some-
thing about die sawn of Mang the world's 
highest mounoin range by colliding the 
Indian plate with MU hat overrelamed a 

I

omoon of the Mote The final answer should 

sr 
risseinsio tem and Sr. T

ndia Ore 
he ones 

lie "' 
the detailed  history of pi. p.p. 

sad Irma a/ dr aka the  
(rep) kr • rice, frele- Assort. Sae (di Ind  Ore behavior Pfinceved in the ,edi- 
ed) ggsg, award of all the pram  names and aim of the Indian Ocean. Ga- 

m dis sal nice Os Amass of dr.aplst — dort Imes that aping to gather mon of that 

middle of a nonrigid plate. the Moe so Amends plan with a wipe, homy fmn dus oceanographic hinterland. 
• R1Clitall A. Ens Ms drat Me my to unclentand bow Mod Messy NSW) knives,,dew 

Something has to gin in the Indian Oct... Hamm forces have 
touched of Imp raithquakes and crurnpkd the ocean auss in an 
area south of the Indian subcontinent But, oddly, all this SCISTIC 
activity is taking place an die middle of die Inclo-Ausertha 
tectonic plate In clank plate tectonics theory, earthquakes air 
conct,wa and mind the  edges of the jostling plates. So how do 
you get sail large quakes and so much deformation when 
drrt's but a single plate? What may have to gm at nothing lea 
than one or another of the bask assaimpoons of plate tectonia 

One such assumpoon a that plates ate always rigid and 
meraible. Gum all the teaCMIC activity in the Indian Oran. 
nom poultryman had mad that they had to make an 
exception to the Me of plate rigidity—die forces driving the 
lado-Aintralia plate must be deforming it al nigger% the 
tannic sanity at mid-plait. 

Now mines a group of geophysiciso with an alternaiivc 
explanaeon. The active arta, dry posit, may be a broad defuse 
boundary i%on between two pima moving mdtpendently after 
all If these researdien art coma, they will have manitainal the 
moon of rigid plates but overthrown the clam.] assumption 
that plait boundaries in the mem are always narrow. 

The poop out of Northwestern University mimes ass forth-
coming mat of renews that the Indo-Austaliat page is not one 
plate but two—the India plate and die Ass-
teaks plate—divided by a boundary 3300 
bkorten long and a relnivdy enormous 
SOO to 1600 kilometers wide. That contrasts 
with dye eine commerical types of bound-
ants—the summits of mid-ocean ridges, 
deep-sea trendus, and transform faults—
that at thousands of Menotti% kam tom 
only some tan of kilometers welt. 

This sprawling boundary would not only 
look peculiar but also behave pemliarly. 
Where the proposed Indian and Australian 
plates art thought to be ramming aping 
each other alms die astern at of die 
boundary, neither plate n anti% beneath 
the other. as happens when do Pact plast 
encounten lacuna the lapin trench At the 
other end of the boundary, where the pita 
would be pulling any kmi each odor, 
magma does in scan to be maim up to 
add to each ptievag plese, is happens at 

midacan tidgo. Insete4 the rant 
boundary stars to be Moaning along in 
entire length es the plates jostle cads other 

Ifs no surpriet, diadem, that meek' pon 
physicists rennin unamaral To mask 
the propound bounden is mooing of a 
semantic canniest Ming something 
the me of some mar plan and calling it 
• boundary,' nom flan Saloom of the 
Hanachumetts Modem of Technology. 
Tree of In also work plate bandana 
don't me much um in IC He at Sias 
would Mos soon calla detention in the 
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1 (MEM 

IM MOM OMR 
Queen Rabe MorArd 01 

The first pine which the "mature" DEEP THOUGHT has lost to another pro-

gram. Appropriately it is the very poritional, ever-dangerous MEPHISTO X program 

which achieves this fear against the tactically ferocious DEEP THOUGHT. The pine 

follows a quiet course whereby Black never quite equalizes from the opening. White 

enjoys a strong, solid center which it never relinquishes The reader may recall that 

MEPHISTO X almost beat DEEP THOUGHT sit Is year's 19th ACM NACCC in 

the same round with the same colon. 

1 d4 el5 2 c4 the4 3 Nf3 

MEPHISIO X follows the more solid, traditional lima of do Queen's Gambit Accepted 

which can also give White • nice edge. 

3...tffileflg4 iie4eáGhiihs7NclNbdylg4ig$9Nb4Ie4fl 

It is better to "lose" Use blimp on g6 and recapture with the h-panni with play on the 

half-ogress 

10 No4 No4 11 N13 Nd6 12 Mil Qt77 

A very poor placement oldie queen, interfering with the development of the king's bishop 

Indicated is 12...6 with counterplot As the game continues, Black norm gets to plot 

13 1d2 Id 14 /141 Ing4 IS Ir14 0-0-0 16 Ba5 b6? 

Could Black really be • 2551 player? Why weaken the White squares around the king 

voluntarily? Indicated was 16...NM or Mt 

171b4 

The ensuing trade of this bishop seerne unnecessan; but if 18 Ba3, DEEP THOUGHT 

may mt some counterplay with .. .e5. White should just try to play Rd, Qe2, Bc6 and 

exploit the weakened white squares. 

17...4 111 146%d6 19 Q5:2 Be7 20 0-0-0 Rld 21 Nd2 c6 

This pawn minims weak throughout the game and MF.PHISTO X quietly exploits this. 

22 Rhl Rdk/ 23 Bid add 24 NM Qe7 25 KM g5 

Black could not play 25.. .c5 because 426 d5. 

One 
III • 

• Mills 
III III 

IMO II 

Ilme 1 halm Mar Man 77 5.4 

26 Rcl liCb7 27 1o4 

MEPH IMO X plays dinody and simply. It it not the world, moot tactical program, and 

over the mars it has appeared reluctant to play line-opening pawn thrusts. Here 27 d5!? 

is Eno ouch try, but there could follow 27 ...e:d5 28 B:d5 Ne5 29 f4 g:f4 30 e:f4 Qd7I and 

perhaps MEPHISTO X's decision not to play 27 d5!? is correct. 

27.. .1.41,11 28 Ma (k17 29 MO 

Quite a robering but disappointing move. It cannot be proven here, but intuitively it would 

seem that 29 Nt4!! must win. There are lines like 29 b5 30 Ne5 QeS (30 ..Qd5? 31 

Bb3) 31 B:b5 c:b5 32 Qc7 • with a winning attack. Betides 30 Ne5 there is the threat of 

30 Qb3 hitting 66 and rd. It is probable that DEEP THOUGHT saw these possibilities 

against itself. cello- =->(-r)  
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deep-sea trendus, and transform faults—
that at thousands of Menotti% kam tom 
only some tan of kilometers welt. 

This sprawling boundary would not only 
look peculiar but also behave pemliarly. 
Where the proposed Indian and Australian 
plates art thought to be ramming aping 
each other alms die astern at of die 
boundary, neither plate n anti% beneath 
the other. as happens when do Pact plast 
encounten lacuna the lapin trench At the 
other end of the boundary, where the pita 
would be pulling any kmi each odor, 
magma does in scan to be maim up to 
add to each ptievag plese, is happens at 

midacan tidgo. Insete4 the rant 
boundary stars to be Moaning along in 
entire length es the plates jostle cads other 

Ifs no surpriet, diadem, that meek' pon 
physicists rennin unamaral To mask 
the propound bounden is mooing of a 
semantic canniest Ming something 
the me of some mar plan and calling it 
• boundary,' nom flan Saloom of the 
Hanachumetts Modem of Technology. 
Tree of In also work plate bandana 
don't me much um in IC He at Sias 
would Mos soon calla detention in the 
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IM MOM OMR 
Queen Rabe MorArd 01 

The first pine which the "mature" DEEP THOUGHT has lost to another pro-

gram. Appropriately it is the very poritional, ever-dangerous MEPHISTO X program 

which achieves this fear against the tactically ferocious DEEP THOUGHT. The pine 

follows a quiet course whereby Black never quite equalizes from the opening. White 

enjoys a strong, solid center which it never relinquishes The reader may recall that 

MEPHISTO X almost beat DEEP THOUGHT sit Is year's 19th ACM NACCC in 

the same round with the same colon. 

1 d4 el5 2 c4 the4 3 Nf3 

MEPHISIO X follows the more solid, traditional lima of do Queen's Gambit Accepted 

which can also give White • nice edge. 

3...tffileflg4 iie4eáGhiihs7NclNbdylg4ig$9Nb4Ie4fl 

It is better to "lose" Use blimp on g6 and recapture with the h-panni with play on the 

half-ogress 

10 No4 No4 11 N13 Nd6 12 Mil Qt77 

A very poor placement oldie queen, interfering with the development of the king's bishop 

Indicated is 12...6 with counterplot As the game continues, Black norm gets to plot 

13 1d2 Id 14 /141 Ing4 IS Ir14 0-0-0 16 Ba5 b6? 

Could Black really be • 2551 player? Why weaken the White squares around the king 

voluntarily? Indicated was 16...NM or Mt 

171b4 

The ensuing trade of this bishop seerne unnecessan; but if 18 Ba3, DEEP THOUGHT 

may mt some counterplay with .. .e5. White should just try to play Rd, Qe2, Bc6 and 

exploit the weakened white squares. 

17...4 111 146%d6 19 Q5:2 Be7 20 0-0-0 Rld 21 Nd2 c6 

This pawn minims weak throughout the game and MF.PHISTO X quietly exploits this. 

22 Rhl Rdk/ 23 Bid add 24 NM Qe7 25 KM g5 

Black could not play 25.. .c5 because 426 d5. 

One 
III • 

• Mills 
III III 

IMO II 

Ilme 1 halm Mar Man 77 5.4 

26 Rcl liCb7 27 1o4 

MEPH IMO X plays dinody and simply. It it not the world, moot tactical program, and 

over the mars it has appeared reluctant to play line-opening pawn thrusts. Here 27 d5!? 

is Eno ouch try, but there could follow 27 ...e:d5 28 B:d5 Ne5 29 f4 g:f4 30 e:f4 Qd7I and 

perhaps MEPHISTO X's decision not to play 27 d5!? is correct. 

27.. .1.41,11 28 Ma (k17 29 MO 

Quite a robering but disappointing move. It cannot be proven here, but intuitively it would 

seem that 29 Nt4!! must win. There are lines like 29 b5 30 Ne5 QeS (30 ..Qd5? 31 

Bb3) 31 B:b5 c:b5 32 Qc7 • with a winning attack. Betides 30 Ne5 there is the threat of 

30 Qb3 hitting 66 and rd. It is probable that DEEP THOUGHT saw these possibilities 

against itself. cello- =->(-r)  
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Back in my college days, I used to play poker fairly 

regularly. One of the players insisted that in 7-card stud, 

one had a better chance of getting a straight than one had 
fpr three of a kind. There are many books that give tables of 
:he distribution of possible hands for 5-card stud, but I've 
never seen the distribution given for 7-cards. This problem 

was on my list of things to get to for many years, and I've 

finally been able to spend some time on it. 

If you look at a seven card hand, the distribution of the 

card face-values is as follows: 

4,3 C (13,1)C (4,4)C (12,1)C (4,3) 624 
4,2,1 C (13,1 IC (4,4)C (12,1)C (4,2)C(11,1)C (4,1) 41184 

4,1,1,1 C (13,1)C (4,4)C (12,3)C(4,1) "3 183040 

3,3,1 c(13, 2)c (4,3) ^2C (11,1)C(4,1) 54912 
3,2,2 C (13,1)C (4,3)C(12,2)C (4,2) ^2 123552 

3,2,1,1 C(13, 1)C(4, 3)C(12,1)C(4,2)C(11,2)C(4,1)"2 3294720 

* 3,1,1,1,1 C (13,1)C (4,3)C(12,4)C(4,1)^4 6589440 

2,2,2,1 C(13, 3)C (4,2) ^3C(10, 1)C (4,1) 2471040 

* 2,2,1,1,1 C(13,2)C(4,2)^2C(11,3)C(4,1)^3 29652480 

* 2,1,1,1,1,1 C (13,1)C (4,2)C(12, SIC (4,1) "5 63258624 

* 1,1,1,1,1,1,1 C (13,7)C (4,1)"7 28114944 

The total of these figures is 133784560, which = C(52,7) 

This is all very straightforward, but the complexity enters 

when you consider that the entries marked with an asterisk also 

include straights, flushes, and straight flushes. I extracted 

these "pat hands" from the four entries under consideration 

using methapda that left me less than fully satisfied. If any of 

you has an elegant way of doing this, I would relish hearing 

about it. For now, I will list the values I extracted. 

St. Flush Flush Strait 

3,1,1,1,1 600 76620 50600 

2,2,1,1,1 3600 459720 226800 

2,1,1,1,1,1 20472 2079912 2530440 

1,1,1,1,1,1,1 16912 1431392 3372180 

Faith in Fifth Force Fades 
The case for the "fifth ince" seems to be filling apart fast. Not only has a new 

experiment failed to find any evidence for it, but two earlier confirmations have now 

been withdrawn. "We're now saying that the evidence does not support the fifth 

force," &chums Donald U. Eckhardt, who is a physicist at the Air Force Geophysics 

Laboratory in Bedford, Massachusetts, and a principal investigator on one of the 

experiments being retracted. "The case has not been established," agree the principal 

investigators on the other experiment geophysicists Robert L. Parker and /Nark. A. 

Zumbergc of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla. 

The fifth force is supposed to be a new type of fundamental interaction beyond the 

four forces—strong, weak, electromagnetic, and gravitational—now known. Empiri-

cally, it is expected to show up as a tiny deviation from the inverse-square law of 

Newtonian gravity. If real, it would require inignor revisions in current theories. 

The fifth force hit the headlines in January 1986, when Purdue [Alimony physicist 

Ephraim Fischbach and his colleagues found apparent anomalies in a 1922 measure-

ment of the gravitational constant by the late Hungarian physicist Badand Enthros. 

More direct evidence came from experiments such as Eckhardes, which was conduct-

ed last year on a 600-meter television tower near Raleigh, North Carolina, and 

Parker's and Zumberge's, performed in 1987 in a 2-kilometer-deep bondlcile in 

Greenland. In each case, the scientists took gravity measurements at several different 

levels and found fifth-force type deviations from predicted Newtonian values. 

Only one problem: the deviations disagreed in both magnitude and sign, raising 

suspicions about their significance. And, as Parker and Zumberge point out in the 2 

November issue of Nature, those suspicions are well founded. The researchers show 

that the results of any such experiment are extremely :sensitive to the corrections Inn* 

for the gravitational effects of local geology. Indeed, they claim that equally plausible 

corrections can account for all the results without a fifill force. 

Eckhardt although skeptical of Parker and Zumberges analysis, ogir he now 

concedes that his original conclusions are wrong for another mason. Subtracting out 

geological effects requires having ground-level gravity measurements for miles in 

every direction. But in eastern North Carolina, the survey teams tend to take their 

measurements by the roadsides instead of out in the swamps. "So you find that the 

gravity measurements are biased to high ground," he says. 

And finally, there is a third nail in the coffin. In the 30 October issue of Physical 

Review Letters, James Thomas and his colkagues at the Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory report on an experiment performed on a 465-meter tower at the Nevada 

Test Site, where the geological data are extremely complete. Their conclusion: no fifth 

force with an accuracy of better than one part in 10 million. 
m M. MITCHELL WALDROP 
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Combining these two tables, the results are as follows: 

St. Flush 41584 
4 of a Kind 224846 

3473184 Full House 
Flush 4047644 
Straight 6180020 
3 of a Kind 6461620 
2 Pairs 31433400 
1 Pair 58627800 
No Pair 23294460 

Though it is a very close race, it is more likely to get 3 of a 
kind than a straight in 7-card stud. Interestingly, it is less 
likely to get no pair than it is to get 1 or 2 pairs. Of 
course, this may have been nothing more than an exercise in 
futility, for I haven't played poker in quite a few years, and 
I have no desire to begin again. This was just one of things 
that I wantedto know. 

cOkft. Pro„(5) 

29 —Nag 30Qe4 NW 31 a, Nd5 32 Qg$ Rb1133 Ne4 16 34 Qg3 ROI 35 KM 13 36 
pf5 cE1 37 Qh3 
The pine has taken another come since the previous note, but White still enjoys a 
comfortable edge via the solid central pawn chain and control of the h-file which Black 
once owned. 

37...R18 38 Nd2 Eft 3907 117 Qb6 Qe6 41 Qs6 R17 RIO th7 43 QV+ 
Be7 44 tel 
Despite the foregoing cschange of' cooks, White has made inroads into Black's position 
which n somewhat tangled. 

44.. .1r.c7 45 NO Ka 46 Ne5 g4 47 Qb11+ Ke7 4$ KM Eb7 49 Kral 
Finally ME/IRIS-ID X finds a tactical coup which converts its positional advantage 
into. material win (a pawn). If now 49... K:c6 30 Qa8 Kr16 51 Qb8+ 1.47 (or Kc6) 
52 13a4+ and wins. 

49 ...Qc6 50 Qe5 Nc7 51 (be7 Qs: 52 Qb4 f4 33 e:f4 Qe4 54 Qg4 ed4+ 
Black's checks quickly run out. 

55 Act Q12 56 105 Q0 57 ars Keg 58 Qe5 Neil? 
This loses muddy, but there was little Black could do to stop the f-pawn in any case. 

59 Qc6+ Ke5 60 Bub (bd5 61 Q;d9 • Keil 62 fLd3 a4 63 Ke5 64 El Block nista& 

r 1 (2 

this should be issue 53. I would greatly appreciate the 
editors of issues 45 through 52 sending me copies at the 
above address. 

I cane across some books about words that most of you should 
find interesting. The first is "There is no Zoo in Zoology" 
by Charles Elster. The title refers to the widespread 
mispronunciation of "zoology", which most people pronounce as 
if it had three consecutive o's. The book contains about 400 
words commonly mispronounced, and I was quite surprised at 
the number of words that I've been butchering for many years. 
The second book is "The Logodaedelian's Dictionary" by George 
Saussy. This book contains many unusual words, such as 
gynotilcolcbarassophile. 

I'm sure that most of you are familiar with the classic "Snow 
Plow" problem. (During a steady snowfall, a snowplow starts 
plowing at noon, plows 1 mile in the first hour, and 1/2 mile 
in the second hour. What time did it start snowing?) There is 
a similar problem, in which three plows start plowing the 
same road at noon, 1 PM, and 2 PM, from the same starting 
point during a steady snowfall. If the three plows later 
meet, what time did it start snowing? This problem is from 
the challenging collection "Ingenious", by L. A. Graham 

The remainder of this issue is devoted to several articles I 
have found interesting, and a probability problem that I 
spent same time with. 



Packing Your n-Dimensional Marbles 
Some of the questions mathematicians ask sound silly How many pennies can you lay 
on a tabletop? How many marbles will lit into a sem- wad& 

At other times the same bass( questton takes a somewhat aware serious tint How 
many digital signals can ocrtipe a noisy channel? 

A recent discovery by Ebaill Elkin, a mathematician a Harvard University. has 
given researchers new insight into the mathematical theory that encompasses all char 
questions. Ellues's mull is an unexpected applicanon oil branch anumbra thew,  to 
a geomanc problem known as sub= pang. 

Sphere packing, in mathematical parlance, is a problem ot cramming an v. 
dimensional space with n dimension 'spheres," allot the same sue, with die least 
amount of empty space in between. Cans art a good example of tworthmensional 
'spheres" (coda), marbles are examples in three dinunnonal space. 

In die nuthemancal nom that menses talecommurucanon, a dimmed signal u 
encoded a the coordsions Of the center of a higher dimensional sphere packed in a 
Naha damensional space. After transmaason down a nom channel, the signal may no 
longer be exactly at the cases. bur as long as Ari sell within the sphere, the receiver 
can mica e to die can and mad the signal Haab,. 

The caws way to keep the anal dear nal bean space the spheres far apart. But 
that's wasteful. The phone company cart any its cannas and stockholders 
senukaneously by finding Jan wan to pack die signals. Similar problems crop up 
is other places: data compassion, antenna damn, and x-rav tomography. What 
anyone wantsis the best way to pack spheres into the apace their problem occupies. 

Surprisingly—given in wide applications—the problem has so far only been solved 
in the simplest case: that of two dimenuons, what the penn ill 9t69% of the 
tabletop. In three dimensin the obvious tannage is the face-centered cubsc packing 
of splines beloved of aystallographers and that vendors. 
- Now, nobody is Moon' against the hennaed cubic picking as the Su possible 
salmon, but so Sr no OK has beat able to give a win proof that there's northing 
lama. And in the rtally formidable dansamons—abow a nand, say—madarnari-
dans an ata kos. We don't know a ben way of Packing Thera dn nth Inthog 
than a random until there's no thorn Id.' Elkin says. 

Although new sphere sedum are discovered all the rime, mar of them have come 
frorn standard techniques in the stint. Ellues's approach, on the other hand, is 
Said new. It is based on the theory of elliptic curvet a branth of number Theory that 
is concerned with finding solutions of certain polynomial equations- Though a 
newcomer to sphere packing. Elkin is an aspen on elliptic caves, 2 Years ago  he 
applied die same (ham to solve a 200-yearvald problem Man to Permit's Last 

Eines mule uses the theory of Hipps tuna to contort a regular array of porno, 
called a Ina, to sane as die centers the his spheres. These Inca have been long 
fair to numbs damn but no one had looked a char sphere-packing women 
before. Noe may dinar new has the sight kind of lama, and part of the trek was 
finding the ones this do, 

nlwortncally es quite athing," says Andrew Odlyeka, head of die Mathematics 
of 03.110.111100061 lad Campuses Systems Department at Bell Lthoratones in 
Murray Hit New Ian. 'It's a in way of appeoaching a famous unsolved 

Etta' new packinge may or may not be die bear possible—has work doesn't addras 
that nre—but ther do give ltnpaWanigiti an the best methods known so far in a 
number of dimension the Wpm bang 1024. In several ocher cases his approach 
area with the previous best known packinp—thabb is  domain 24,  'Math has a 
amnion* elan packing known as the Leeds lance. (Some raw computer 
madam make use of the Leech lance erne padung.) 

Eldes's norm has no issatadiate penal apneas:a, says Odlysko, 'but that 
might dumps.' For one thong, damning an toying with the Idea of upgrading 
modems to wort in higher dimensional men Au whether it has immediate 
applicants or not, Mice new disoovay certainly gives mathematicians one apace 
to pbry around in. a Bank Cant 

Bony A. Oran is a mantitartsm trumpets:kw of Sawn. 
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As one ages, time seems to contract. I'm not sure if this is 
due to daily living being filled with more responsibilities, 
or units of time becoming smaller fractions of our lives 
(prcbably some combination of the two.) This time contraction 
came to my attention recently, when I got ready to publish my 
edition of NOesis. Looking through past issues, I discovered 
that the last issue I received was Nownter, 1989. I had been 
dimly aware that it had been a while since the last issue, 
but to discover that it was nine months was shocking. After 
the shock dissipated, I wondered why I hadn't received any of 
the nine issues. Thinking it very unlikely that nine 
successive issues went unpublished, I surmised that they had 
been mailed, but never received by me. I remembered that I 
had moved in December, 1988, leaving a forwarding address 
with the post office. Apparently, they stop forwarding mail 
after a year. I must have neglected to inform any of you of 
my change of address. I apologize for any inconvenience this 
may have brought to any of you. 

I am still very interested in remaining a member of the 
society, and am taking my appointed turn as editor. There is 
some uncertainty as to the issue number. The last issue I 
received was November, 1989. Though unnumbered, that issue 
was the 43rd. Assuming that this journal has been continuous, 
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